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Words About LiLA 

Before giving my individual  report about LiLA I would like to say something about it. As the 

course was first introduced as a part of our curriculum I thought why we are having the course 

and what is the use of it for a business student , but I was wrong . I understand that this was the 

best way to know how we were gifted and what kind of people are living outside our window. 

This LiLA was one of the best courses to be offered, as a upcoming manager we should know 

the basic need and wants of the people in different society. 

My Work In Lila 

Before going to the village we were divided into groups and assigned different work by our 

coordinator . I was given health and hygiene and women empowerment to work on. In addition 

to it I conducted general and education survey for understanding the need of people in the 

village and their awareness in various filed. We as a group conducted various programming and 

awareness camp for children's and the adults. 

Problem Identified 

Health And Hygiene 

 The drainage system in the houses was not maintained properly. 

 People are not getting bath even for 4-5 days and wearing the same cloth. 

 The hygiene was not properly maintained in the hospital. 

 There was no enough doctor in PHU to serve the public. 

 People are having vitamin deficiency (as said by the doctor in PHU). 

Women Empowerment 

 Women who are willing to improve but have very less support. 

 Women's were not aware of the schemes giving by the goverment for their betterment. 

 Women faces the problem in getting the raw material and marketing of the finished 

handmade article. 

 

 



Other Issues 

 There was no constant income to the villagers. 

 Men's are always drinking. 

 The higher education that was done in by villagers are like if one goes to a specific 

course rest of people are followed by him not thinking of what will good for them. 

 Only the dunda village is developing where as some village surrounding dunda doesn't 

have a road also. 

 The children in the villages are aware of profession like doctor, solider. 

 Few youngsters in village who completed their graduation are not respecting their 

parents, this make the other people not to send their children to get education. 

 They were unaware of what type plant can been grown as alternatives. 

Course Learning 

LiLA provided an opportunity to see the problems faced by those people in the village in 

different dimensions. this made me to think from the lower level also. this experiential learning 

help me in  understanding  the challenges faced by the villagers and made me to think towards 

improving the lives of the villagers, it also gave me a sense of personal satisfaction.  

Problems As Perceived 

Health And Hygiene 

All thought  all the houses in village are having  a proper bathroom in most of the houses but 

the drainage system was not maintained properly , the village due to their food habit they lack 

in vitamin content (as many patient coming to hospital are have low hemoglobin content), a 

proper a hygiene was not maintained either in home or outside the hospital. In order to 

educate the people about this we showed the videos regarding the health and hygiene the 

women's n dunda village and what are the consequences of it if it's not maintained properly. 

Women Empowerment 

For women empowerment, the women's in the village are divided into three categories and are 

made awareness to various schemes or ideas out of their boundary. first women's aged greater 

than 40 years are given  awareness about what are benefits' of making their children study and 

to what position they can reach through education by showing them motivational video and 



telling them story of great achievers in India. the women's age between 22-40 are given 

knowledge about the women self group through which they can get a loan from the bank for 

their entrepreneurship and given some other ideas.   the school going girls were given 

knowledge about other course which they can peruse after their high school. 

My Perceptions – Before Visit 

Before going to the village i thought this village was some remote side village there would be 

nothing, since its a village the environment will be good and people we will be very kind and 

will not accept our ideas and will follow only the old traditional rules and no government 

schemes would be reached and so on. we went with some information given by people who 

already visited the village.  

After visit 

the villagers  are even kind than i thought and are ready to give all information about them. the 

knowledge that the children in that village impressed me, most out the house are equipped 

with TV and a dish connection, as a child from that village gave me a request in facebook i was 

really impressed. the village are in developing stage they just need a proper giddiness ,and the 

are full heartily willing to improve. 

Conclusion  

LiLA, overall was a very great experience  and to me it has given a new way  to my thinking thus 

helping me to think of optimum solutions .I would recommended it for my junior. The village 

are in developing stage they just need a proper giddiness. 

 

 

 

 


